
Certification In States Other Than Idaho 

 
As a courtesy to our students, BYU – Idaho provides information and guidance for the certification process in 

Idaho.  We do not research other states to find out about all of their rules, regulations and processes.  

 

Certification – whether in Idaho or any other state – is a POST GRADUATION process.  It is up to you as 

the graduate to do your own homework to find out what your chosen state’s particular process for certification 

is and to determine whether or not you will seek licensure in Idaho.  Most states have directions for 

certification on their Department of Education web sites. 

 

WE DO process verification forms for students who are applying for certification in other states.   

 These forms should be sent to Sister Carol Frongner in the Student Teaching Office. 

 Please do us the courtesy of inserting your own personal information that is usually requested of the 

applicant so that our office does not have to.   

 We will complete our portion of the document, make sure that it has the appropriate signature and or 

seal and return it to you, unless directed otherwise by the instructions on the form. 

 Please be sure to give us contact information should we need to contact you concerning problems with 

your form. 

 

BYU – Idaho almost always recommends that our graduates certify in Idaho for these reasons: 

 

 Licensing in Idaho usually facilitates licensing in other states because it is a member of a reciprocal 

agreement between most of the states in the nation. 

 Being licensed in Idaho can save graduates both time and money.  Many states would otherwise make 

them complete additional requirements prior to issuing them a license. 

 Under the reciprocity agreement, graduates can obtain a provisional license, gain employment, and 

work in another state under a grace period that allows them time to meet additional requirements. 

 As always, there are exceptions to the rule.  While many states require certification, some require that 

the individual be certifiable, and a few only require a transcript indicating that the individual has 

graduated with a degree in education.  It is up to the graduate to discover what the desired state 

requires. 

 We do advise students to certify in Idaho, although determination of whether or not to do so rests 

solely on the student. 

 

Fingerprinting almost always seems to generate questions and confusion.  Here are some answers to our most 

commonly asked questions: 

 Background checks done in Idaho for student teaching are accepted for certification in Idaho. 

 Background checks done in Idaho but for another agency are not accepted for certification in Idaho. 

 Background checks done in any other state are not accepted for certification in Idaho. 

 Background checks done in Idaho are not accepted for certification in any other state. 

 Fingerprinting is always required by the state and sometimes additionally by the school district the 

individual is applying to work for. 

 All states assess a fee for the processing of the fingerprint card.  

 Although the fees may vary from state to state, all cards are processed by the FBI.  They use it to do a 

background check of the individual. 

 Generally there is not a fee attached to having your fingerprints put on the card.  Many police stations 

will do it for free.  Check around in your area to see whether or not there is a department that will do it 

for free.  


